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EXPLANATORY NOTE

(This note is not part of the Regulations)

These Regulations amend the Education (Amount to Follow Permanently Excluded Pupil)
Regulations 1999 (“the principal Regulations”) in relation to England only.
Regulation 2 of the principal Regulations sets out a formula for determining the amount to be
paid by one local education authority to another when a pupil permanently excluded from a school
maintained by that authority is, in the same financial year, provided with education by the other
authority. That regulation also deals with the situation where a pupil is permanently excluded and,
in the same financial year, is first provided by another local education authority (“the intermediate
authority”) with education in a pupil referral unit or otherwise than at school; the intermediate
authority, in that same financial year, then cease to provide him with education and he is provided
with education by yet another local education authority.
Part of the calculation involves “C” being the number of complete weeks remaining in the financial
year calculated from the relevant date (in the more usual case this is the date that the permanent
exclusion takes effect).
Where the pupil is permanently excluded, or the intermediate authority cease to provide education,
on or after 1st April in a school year at the end of which the pupil would normally have left the
school to transfer to a middle or secondary school “C” is instead defined in the principal Regulations
as the number of complete weeks left in the school year. These Regulations amend that definition
so as to refer to a transfer at the end of the school year to any school with a different pupil age
range. The principal Regulations, as amended, will accordingly also cover an exclusion on or after
1st April in a school year at the end of which pupils would normally have transferred from an infants
to a junior school.
The amendments have effect where the exclusion takes effect, or the intermediate authority cease to
provide education, on or after 1st April 2001.
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